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INTRODUCTION TO 
THE ASSESSMENT



Purpose of Assignment

 Support RWSSP-WN Phase II to 

strengthen the effectiveness of their BCC 

to motivate and enable rural residents in 

three Southern Terai districts to: 

◦ End open defecation

◦ Build toilets

◦ Consistently use toilets

◦ Safely operate and maintain their toilets



Specific objectives

 Assess the effectiveness of existing BCC 
strategy and tools used in three Terai
districts by:

◦ Assessing the extent to which current tools take 
into consideration and address barriers and 
drivers to practicing the targeted behaviors

◦ Assessing how effectively the BCC strategy and 
tools are applied

 Provide recommendations for how to 
improve the present BCC strategy, practices 
and tools



ASSESSMENT DESIGN



Analytical Framework: Theory of 

Change

Demand

Supply

Sanitation 
behavior 
change

Enabling 
context

Water and Sanitation Program, Theory of change



Key Questions

Factor KEY QUESTIONS

Demand  Do non-doers have the opportunity to change? 

 Do non-doers have ability to change?

 Do non-doers have the motivation to change?

Supply chain  Are toilet building service providers and suppliers 

able to provide affordable and desirable toilets?

 How complex does the existing sanitation supply 

chain make the sanitation shopping process?

 What toilet financing opportunities exist?

Enabling 

environment

 Do implementers have opportunity, ability, and 

motivation to carry out their work? 

 Do decision makers understand the program?

 Do decision makers prioritize sanitation?



Knowledge Beliefs & attitudesAccess/availability
Target 

population Skills & Self-

efficacy
ValuesProduct attributes

Target behavior

Social support
Emotional, physical, 

social drivers
Social norms

Roles and 

decisions

Competing 

priorities
Sanctions

Affordability Willingness to pay

Intention

FOCUS OPPORTUNITY MOTIVATIONABILITY

Analytical Framework: SaniFOAM



SaniFOAM in Brief

 Framework for explaining sanitation behaviors

 Developed in 2008 by major WASH actors

 Presents key factors that influence sanitation 

behavior – also called behavioral determinants

 Behavioral determinants can:

◦ Facilitate/drive sanitation behaviors  (DRIVERS)

◦ Prevent sanitation behavior (BARRIERS)

 Determinants can be:

◦ Internal – e.g., beliefs about OD

◦ External – e.g., the cost of a toilet



O  A  M in SaniFOAM

O = Opportunity

Does the target group have the chance to practice 

the behavior?

A = Ability 

Does the target group have the capacity to 

practice the behavior?

M = Motivation 

Do members of the target group want to practice 

the behavior?



Sampling: Study Sites

Assessment districts



Study Sites & Populations

Districts VDC ODF Religious

affiliations

Kapilvastu Sisawa Yes Muslim, Hindu

Rangapur No Muslim, Hindu

Baluhawa No Hindu

Nawalparasi Rampuruwa No Hindu

Bhujuwa No Hindu

Rupandehi Chodki Ram Nagar No Muslim, Hindu

Silautiya No Hindu



Assessment Activities

1. Interviews & focus group 

discussions with 

VDC / VWASH CCs

Male and female doers

Male and female non-doers

2. Interviews with Triggerers

Masons

Suppliers

3. Observations of household toilets



TOPLINE FINDINGS: 

BEHAVIORAL DRIVERS 

AND BARRIERS 



Opportunity (1)

Access & availability

 Not difficult for HHs to find a qualified mason 

 Toilet building materials can be bought, but HHs need to 
visit up to four different retailers

 Needed products not always in stock = wait time =  risk 
HH abandons investment

 Many HHs prefer to buy materials in India 

Product attributes

 Both ring toilets and septic tank toilets with pour flush 
accepted

 Unsubsidized doers often build large septic tank, seen as 
better suited for large family

 Brick super structure preferred,  but many do not know 
why



Opportunity (2)

Social norms

 Open defecation seen as normal, even in 
the VDC where ODF had been declared

 Many leaders have no toilets – why should 
we have toilets when our leaders don’t?

 Open defecation sensed as less socially 
acceptable with increasing toilet use

Sanctions

 Many doers built toilet because the VDC 
refused to issue passports, citizenship, etc.

 Often toilets built under threat of 
sanctions were unfinished or appeared to 
be little used 



Sanctions – are they enough to lead 

to sustainable behavior change? 



Ability (1)

Knowledge

 Many familiar with single pit flush toilet, but 
few know about dual pit

 Little knowledge about sustainable low cost 
superstructures (‘anything but brick will 
collapse’)

 Gaps in sanitation knowledge create 
contamination risks:
◦ How to dispose of children’s feces

◦ How to properly use and maintain one’s toilet

◦ How far to place toilet from water source

◦ What to do when pit is full (esp. with single pit)



Risky practices



Ability (2)
Roles and decisions

 Women more often raise issue of building a toilet

 Men make final decision about whether or not to 
spend money on a toilet

Affordability

 Very many can afford to build a toilet – e.g. invest 
10,000+ NPR on top of subsidy

 Room to make toilets more affordable – esp. HHs 
overinvest in the super structure.

 Attractive, inspiring examples of low cost super 
structures missing

 Toilet financing options available to HHs:
◦ Some materials may be bought on credit

◦ Income from crops or remittances 

 Micro credit options not utilized / available



Beautiful adobe houses – why no 

beautiful adobe super structures?



Motivation (1)

Attitudes and beliefs

 “Toilets must have a brick super structure” 
– if HHs cannot afford one, toilet is often 
left without.

 ‘The government tells me to build a toilet –
so they should pay for it’ – internal 
motivation missing. (I.e., People built toilets 
for the government, not for themselves)

 ‘If my neighbor gets a subsidy, I need to get 
one too – no matter if I need it or not.’



The government tells me to build a 

toilet – so they should pay for it ... 



‘I am entitled to a subsidy – even if I 

do not need or intend to use it’



Motivation (2)

Physical / social / emotional drivers 

 Desire for status / prestige:

◦ “We need new saris. If we don’t wear good 

quality saris, other people will say that our family 

is dirty.” 

◦ ‘I built my toilet because of prestige’

◦ Wish to provide facility for new daughter-in-law

 Shame / shyness / privacy:

◦ “If your father-in-law or other important person 

sees you defecating, a woman’s suffering is 

unimaginable. It is like death.” 



Motivation (3)

Physical / social / emotional drivers 

 Safety (esp. at night): 

◦ Fear snakes, robbers, rapists, etc.

 Convenience:

◦ Easier to defecate near home – often returned 
migrant workers appreciate this

◦ OD difficult at night and during rainy season

◦ Elderly people and people who have a disability face 
great challenges 

 Disgust:

◦ Disgust and shock that they are ‘eating shit’ (realized 
during triggering activities)



Motivation (4)

Competing priorities

 People prefer to spend 
money on bigger houses, 
more land, vehicles, mobile 
phones, nice clothes, 
satellite dishes, TV, etc. 
instead of a toilet.  

Willingness to pay

 Subsidies have made people 
think a toilet must be free



ENABLING CONTEXT

Field Findings



Enabling Context

 Enabling factors
◦ Awareness of Sanitation Master Plan’s target of 

ODF by 2017 at all levels

◦ Strong commitment to sanitation in districts and 
most VDCs – esp. commitment to reaching 2017 
ODF target

◦ Considerable personal involvement in household 
sanitation promotion by some VDC secretaries

◦ Substantial budget allocated for household 
sanitation (up to 12 lakhs)

◦ All VDC resources mobilized to address OD (in 
Rupandehi)

◦ Subsidy abandoned in Rupandehi



Enabling Context

 Main Challenges

◦ Efforts to reach ODF rely mostly on subsidies 

– allocated at VDC level

◦ Low expectations to the target group – if 

subsidies do not work, sanctions must be 

applied



BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
COMMUNICATION

Field Findings



BCC Strategy / Theory

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

District and project 

Support Persons 

train VDC 

stakeholders on 

BCC planning and 

implementation

VDC staff selects 

and train Ward 

level volunteers on 

BCC, with support 

from Support 

Persons

Ward level 

volunteers carry 

out triggering 

activities in their 

community

People stop OD 

and build toilets

VDC and ward level 

volunteers carry 

out rallies, street 

theatre, HH visits, 

etc.



Triggering

 When done, triggering tends to be effective

 Subsidies make triggering less effective

 But the reach of triggering is often limited:

◦ Few ward level triggerers go on to replicate the 
activities in their communities

◦ Their triggering activities are sporadic and 
sometimes includes just a few HHs

◦ No systematic planning of triggering (where, when, 
who)

◦ Monitoring loop not sufficient to notify district of 
low levels of activity



Post-Triggering

 Strategy, methods, and tools for what to do 
after triggering are unclear

 Especially, triggerers in need of methods, 
tools, and messages to use in follow up 
visits to HHs

 Activities and messages up to each 
individual / VDC – they often resort to the 
three S’s: a) subsidies, b) sanctions, and c) 
scolding and blaming

 Limited number of communication channels 
/ exposure points utilized 



Post-Triggering

 Potential barriers to behavior change not 

addressed, esp.  

◦ Belief that brick super structure is necessary

◦ No knowledge of sustainable low cost super 

structure alternative

◦ Financing of household toilet

 Danger that ODF declaration is seen as 

the end point for sanitation BCC – a lot 

remains to be done



Steps 3 and 4 do not materialize as 

expected

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

District and project 

Support Persons 

train VDC 

stakeholders on 

BCC planning and 

implementation

VDC staff selects 

and train Ward 

level volunteers on 

BCC, with support 

from Support 

Persons

Ward level 

volunteers carry 

out triggering 

activities in their 

community

People stop OD 

and build toilets

VDC and ward level 

volunteers carry 

out rallies, street 

theatre, HH visits, 

etc.



RECOMMENDATIONS –
FOR DISCUSSION



Recommendations 

1. Increase the reach of triggering

◦ Mobilize and train a greater number of 
triggers in each ward

◦ Prepare clear plans for triggering (where, 
when, who)

◦ Monitor and supervise implementation

◦ On-going support to triggerers (on-the-job, 
refresher training)

◦ Could triggering be integrated into the work 
of existing clubs / meetings at community 
level?  



Triggering is just the first step

Source: Stages of Change Behavior Change Model, Prochaska and DiClemente

Trigger

Motivate

Enable



Recommendations 

2. Develop post-triggering strategy, focus on 
motivating and enabling

3. Develop a set of core messages that can 
motivate HHs, e.g. focus on:

◦ Prestige of having a toilet – low prestige of not 
having one

◦ Freedom from embarrassment

◦ Convenience – no need to go far

4. Reach and remind people from all angles
◦ Communicate 1-2 core messages via posters, 

radio, fliers, events, etc.

◦ Mobilize volunteers and groups in each ward to 
integrate toilet promotion into their work



Recommendations 

5. Support triggerers to plan for and carry 
out HH visits after triggering

◦ Prepare a detailed plan (where, when, who)

◦ Guide triggers on what they should do and say 

◦ Equip them with tools to support their work 
(e.g.  photos of toilets with different super 
structures and bills of quantity)

6. Targeting:

◦ Target community leaders before everyone else 

◦ Make sure you reach both women and men 

◦ Target HHs with fewer barriers to change first -
so changes are seen quickly 



Recommendations

6. Address barriers to change

◦ Stop subsidies – and communicate it clearly (done 
in Rupandehi)

◦ Show good examples of durable super structures 
made from local or inexpensive materials

◦ Can micro credit options be made available?

7. Communicate and monitor after household and 
ward ODF status has been achieved

◦ Consistent toilet use

◦ Toilet O&M

◦ Safe disposal of children’s feces

◦ What to do when toilet pit is full



Thank you!

Your feedback 

and suggestions 

are welcome


